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Prez Sez — Andy Myers
Looks like the cold is finally here to stay. I hope you’ve
started the year off on the right foot. We have some exciting events coming up including the next meeting (Feb
2nd), Chili-Fly (Feb 7th) and the Flea Market (Feb 13th) Ensure you are taking care of your sweetheart on Feb 14th
because if you come home with a plane, and not chocolates
for her, things could get dicey. For the Chili Fly please plan
on bringing your own drinks and while your at it, plan on
bringing a plane or two to fly. February is a traditional time
for projects and planning for the upcoming flying season,
it’s also a time to renew AMA memberships and club dues.
Continued on Page 2.
W.A.M. member Andy Myers prepares his plane for takeoff at Baugher
Field on a brisk January morning. The plane is an Eflite Carbon Z Cub SS
2.1M Electric, flown using a Spektrum iX12 SMART transmitter. This is
the second iteration of this model by Eflite, which has been greatly
improved over the original variant.

Why We Build — Andy Myers
When I was young I always admired people who were true craftsmen. You know the type, not only what they built was functional
but also was aesthetically pleasing. My grandfather on my mother’s side was one of these individuals. He was a finish carpenter
and master electrician and plumber. He spent his life building
homes in the late 40’s, 50’s and 60’s, including his own. To watch
him work was like watching a precision clock. He knew how to
make the tool work for him and not the other way around. There
is just something about using your God given hands, eyes, and
brain to make something, that is satisfying to the soul. Often times
I’m just not satisfied with the crap that passes for “good enough”
today. I know it’s always an equation of dollars and time, but
damn it, sometimes I just want something that is going to last.
Other times you simply can’t buy what you want— they don’t
make it or offer it. Continued on Page 2

cartoonist Bill Watterson
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Prez Sez

- Andy Myers

continued from Page 1
For the Chili-Fly, if there is snow or ice we will
meet in the lower parking area near the trailhead.
Time to start thinking about what you plan to fly
this year. Pull the plane out and get her prepped
including the nitro engine inspection and lube,
check hinges and control surfaces, check your
batteries to ensure they hold a charge. For Lipo’s
ensure they are maintained to storage voltage at
3.7v per cell. Take out the heating iron and give
the covering a once over to remove the wrinkles.
Let’s make sure we are ready to go for the spring
which is right around the corner.
I hope you all can attend the Flea Market even if
you don’t plan to sell anything. We have a few
folks who sell at the tables from other clubs and
they have exciting offerings for sale that may be
worth a look.
Nuf said.

Important Announcements
•

Feb 5th at 7:30pm: Next Members Meeting at VFW — BE
THERE OR BE SQUARE !

•

Feb 7th 11am—1pm: Chili-Fly is scheduled for Super Bowl
Sunday - Let’s have fun and enjoy the fellowship
Dues are Due! Time to get in your annual dues ($80) send check to Paul Schaffner. Sooner the better!

•

Feb 13th 8am—12pm: The Flea Market is scheduled for
Feb 13, 2021 - Mark your calendars!!! Helpers will meet
Friday nite around 7-8 to setup the night before.

•

Spiegel Field is now open !!!

Upcoming Events
•

March 2nd at 7:30pm: March Members Meeting at VFW

•

March 20th: Start of Flying Season and Opening Day at
Baugher Field

•

March 27th: 27th Annual Swap Meet in Hamburg Pennsylvania - Hosted by the Tri-County Wing Snappers - contact Jack Hilbert (610) 657-5286 or pcchiblert@gmail.com
for more details. 240 vendor spaces, Admission is $5.

•

May 22-23rd: Easter Shore Spring Fling in Vienna MD—
Control Line Flying contact Jack Rosemere (410) 330 –
4663 or jackrosemere@gmail.com for details .

Andy

Business Meeting
•

A meeting outside the VFW was conducted on January 5th. The VFW was closed presumably due to
COVID. But the show must go on.

•

10 members were in attendance and huddled in a
group.

•

Andy Myers provided the budget prepared by Paul S.
It was decided that we are going to replace just the
canopy at Spiegel Field as the canopy frame is in
good shape following the fire.

•

Honorary Memberships were decided on for Milt
Peacock, Alan Baugher, Ron Bowen, and Hoyt Bishop.

•

It was decided that we will have the Flea Market on
Feb 13th regardless of the number of tables sold.
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Why We Build — Andy Myers
Continued from Page 1
So we are left with one option, to build it
ourselves. That’s where I find myself more and more with our hobby.
They don’t offer what I want, so I’ll build it. My latest foray into insanity is a scratch build of a 1/8th scale Sikorsky S-39 Amphibian. Its going
to take me a long long time to build as I’ll need to make custom components out of 0.032 brass sheet and aluminum air foil for struts.
When I’m done, I’ll have a one-of-one plane that will be a true headturner. I’ll fly her from Baugher Field or maybe from the Baugher
Pond. It may take a while to build, but damn it, it will be fun and satisfying. Don’t get me wrong, ARFs and RTF’s, Electric, Foam all have
their place, but if you want a plane or design or that isn’t made anymore, I urge you to find some plans and build it. One of the many sites
that offer free plans include www.outerzone.com.uk -AM
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This Month in W.A.M. History - Andy Myers
From the January 2000 issue of the Talespinner:
•

Club President was John Wunderlich, Lou Omansky was
Vice President.

•

John Schaffner reported on a phone call received from
a Belgian member, Nick Jonckheere who wished
W.A.M. a happy new year. John had lots of international friends.

•

Jim Hodges was looking for stuff to include in the
Talespinner, Jim was looking to make it electronic and
delivered via email at the time. Well that obviously
happened!

•

Milt Peacock spoke about the upcoming WRAM Show

•

W.A.M.’s 50/50 was not claimed at the meeting and so
it wend to the club.

Happy Birthday to the following W.A.M.
Members:
Keith Retzler — 2/8
Ron Bowen — 2/20
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Passing of a Legend -

From excerpt by Linnea

Crowther (Legacy.com)
Chuck Yeager (1923–2020), first human to go faster than
the speed of sound.
Yeager enlisted in the U.S. Army Air Forces just months before the U.S. entered World War II. Soon after his enlistment, Yeager’s supervisors discovered his unusually keen
eyesight – his 20/10 vision made him a natural as a fighter
pilot. Flying for the Allies in the war, Yeager became an ace,
shooting down at least five enemy aircraft. Indeed, he has
the special distinction of “ace in a day,” with five shot down
in a single day, Oct. 12, 1944. Shot down over France, he
escaped with the help of the French Resistance and was
honored with the Bronze Star for aiding another airman in
his escape.
Faster than the speed of sound
As the war ended, Yeager had risen to second lieutenant
and chose to stay with the Army Air Forces, soon to become
its own military branch, renamed the U.S. Air Force. He became a test pilot at Muroc Army Air Field (now Edwards Air
Force Base) in California. Highly skilled at his work, Yeager
was chosen to be the test pilot who would attempt to fly
faster than the speed of sound in his Bell X-1, named
“Glamorous Glennis” after his wife, the former Glennis Faye
Dickhouse, whom he had married in 1945. Two days before
his revolutionary flight was planned, Yeager fell from a
horse, breaking two ribs. He kept the injury quiet from his
superiors, determined to go ahead with his flight. Though
Yeager needed help sealing the hatch of his plane, so painful was his injury, he still took off Oct. 14, 1947, becoming
“the fastest man on Earth” as he broke the sound barrier by
flying at Mach 1.07. His “Glamorous Glennis” X-1 is now
displayed in the Smithsonian Institution’s National Air and
Space Museum. In the years that followed, Yeager continued testing the boundaries of flight, achieving ever-greater
speed records.
Brigadier General Yeager
In the 1950s and ’60s, Yeager commanded squadrons, rising
to colonel and later to brigadier general. He worked in
Spain, the Philippines, Pakistan and beyond before his 1975
retirement. In the years after his retirement, he continued
flying for the Air Force and NASA in some capacity, as well
as performing test flights on light aircraft for Piper Aircraft.
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Smooth Operator - Andy Myers
During the weekend of January 9th, I braved the cold weather at Baugher Field to stretch my thumbs and fly my Eflite Carbon
Z Cub SS 2.1M. This is one of my absolute favorite planes to fly and performs very well in all weather conditions.

Side Note — I’ve been a
member of W.A.M. since
April 2020 and I’m the
current club President.

The plane utilizes a top hatch
and battery tray which is removable and adjustable, it snaps into
place using a retainer tab. The
tray can accommodate anywhere
from a 3200 mah to 7000 mah
I purchased the plane from Tim West earlier this year. This bird has no bad tendencies and can fly anywhere from
battery. I use a 6000 mah 6S pack
very scale like to semi-3D. The extended ailerons and curved wing tips allow for extremely short STOLs and turns
which yields a 7-8 min flight
literally on a dime. Some of my favorite flying is simulating that of the “drunken farmer routine” often displayed at
time. The cost of the 6000 6S
airshows. The 6S power allows for near vertical takeoffs and loops. The landing gear has been greatly improved over
pack is $85. Pictured is my
the previous version, being completely articulate and the soft over-sized tires make touch and goes wonderful. This
SMART 5000 mah battery which
plane has an 84.6-inch wing which classifies this plane as Giant Scale.
provides telemetry data to my
The plane sports a Eflite BL50 Electric Motor, 60 amp ESC, and uses a 3200-7000mAh 6S
iX12 Tx on pack voltage, temp,
battery pack for power. Incorporates a Spektrum AR636 6-channel Rx w/AS3X and can be
and individual cell data.

used to tow a sailplane with the optional tow hook and servo.

The giant scale plane sits on the flight bench perfectly
and the wings come off in two pieces with a carbon fiber
rod, no tools are required for assembly.
February, 2021

The plane must be seen in person to appreciate the size.
Electric foam planes have come a long way in the last decade. The price new is $429 BNF, which is a deal if you ask me!
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Builder’s Corner - Andy Myers
Continuing on with my Sig Four Star 60 project, wing has been completed and finishing touches are in the works. The covering
didn’t happen exactly as planned, the plane will make a good 20-footer, but will never win any prizes for beauty. Installed Hitec
425bb standard servos in the ailerons connected by Sullivan quality Gold-n-clevises, 4-40 rods, and Sullivan hinges.

Modifying the plans from Sig, I removed a bay from both sides of the wing shortening from 71” to 64” which should help
the roll rate. I planked and glassed the center section of the wing with 0.5 oz Sig brand cloth and sanded to finish. I had to
make custom hatches for the aileron servos as the ones supplied were crap. Aligning the wing hold down bolts with the
fuse was fun! I tapped the hold down blocks with a 1/4-inch/20 thread steel tap and hardened with thin CA. Worked well.
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Afterburner

- Andy Myers

New offering from HH ! (All info taken from the Horizon Hobby Website; www.Horizonhobby.com):

New offering from Horizon Hobby includes a new FW-190 A-8 from Eflite (One of my favorite WWII
Planes). This plane is a 1.5M version similar to the Mustang offered in 2020 (see Tim West’s plane in previous Talespinners) . This one has an improved landing gear that includes a plastic backplate on the top of
the wing to adsorb the impact. I noticed this was problem spot on Tim West’s Mustang after hard landings. It uses the same 6S 5000 mah packs and incorporates the latest SMART telemetry features. The wing
is a 3-piece setup that snaps apart and back on with no tools. The plane incorporates functional lights in
the wing and tail. The hatch is also greatly improved with plastic hardening the edges to prevent paint
chips and wear. All in all this an impressive foam plane that is worth every penny of $500. -AM
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Where do you get kits today?

- Andy Myers

This seems to be a growing question. Where can I find kits? Who makes anything anymore?

Sig Manufacturing — https://sigmfg.com/
Sig offers over 39 original RC kits from 1/4 scale monsters to .30 size trainers. They also offer control
line kits, ALIEN Kits and HERR Kits. Sig kits are laser cut and extremely straight forward. They offer
many with everything needed to complete. Sig also offers accessories, fuel, dope, covering, fiber
glass, Field boxes n gear, and hardware. It’s a one-stop-shop. I encourage you to visit today!

Balsa USA— https://shop.balsausa.com/
BUSA offers over 60 original kits including 1/3 scale, 1/4 scale WWI planes and many unique sport
planes. The kits are made with quality balsa and all hardware needed. The reputation of this company is second to none, you’re sure to find what your looking for in the WWI category. As the name suggests they also are a great source for all things balsa. Many scale accessories including dummy pilots,
realistic guns, and fiberglass parts. Check em out.

Precision Cut Kits — https://precisioncutkits.com/shop/
Precision Cut Kits has been in business for 28 years and can cut just about any kit you want from
plans. They also sell plans. These guys are the real deal, they have hundreds of plans to choose from
to cut and offer all kinds of accessory parts (vintage Williams bro wheels, dummy pilots, ect. If you
can think it up these guys can make it for you for a cost. I’m considering a Ziroli 1/4 Corsair being cut
by them right now.

Other Kit Cutters — Scale short Kits, National Balsa, Laser Lizard, and BELAIR Kits are some others
offering kit cutting services.

Ebay— I hate to say it but eBay is another venue where people sell vintage kits no longer made including: Top Flite Kits, Vintage Sig Kits, Bud Nosen Kits, Brian Taylor kits, Royal Kits, ect.
Materials and opinions published in the Talespinner are those of the author and
do not necessarily reflect those of the Westminster Aero Modelers Club or the
Editor. Every attempt is made to assure that the information contained herein is
accurate, but the Editor and Westminster Aero Modelers are not responsible for
errors or emissions. No responsibility is assumed, expressed, or implied as to the
suitability, safety, or approval of ANY material in the Newsletter. Any party using
ANYTHING expresses herein does so at their own risk and discretion without
recourse against anyone. Permission for reprinting or quoting items in the Talespinner is granted providing that credit is given to both the author and to the
Talespinner—Editor
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Lizzie says ‘get out
and fly something’ !!!
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